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Abstract: Dissimilar joining through solid-state welding is an important engineering tool to address
the transportation industry’s sustainable goals. The dissimilar friction stir lap welding (FSLW) of two
different aluminium alloys (AA5182 and AA5052 with two different thicknesses) to steels AISI1010
and DP1000 was performed in this work, in order to analyse the effect of the mismatch in base
material properties and plate thickness on the joint strength and fracture location. The mechanical
behaviour and the strength of the welds were assessed using transverse tensile–shear testing and
hardness measurements. Strain data acquisition through Digital Image Correlation (DIC) was used.
The differences in fracture location registered for the different joints are explained based on the alloy’s
plastic properties and on the mismatch in thickness between the plates. Local stress–strain curves
were plotted, using the strain data acquired through DIC, to highlight the mechanisms resulting in
the differences in tensile behaviour among the joints. It is concluded that despite the differences in
failure location and tensile behaviour, the strength of the joints was very similar, irrespective of the
base material combinations.

Keywords: FSLW; dissimilar joints; DIC; failure location

1. Introduction

Due to the increased requirements associated with carbon dioxide emissions and fuel
economy, the use of multi-material structures has significantly increased in recent years,
aiming for a light-weight design [1,2]. The construction of multi-material structures often
requires the production of dissimilar welds, between materials usually not able to be joined
together using conventional welding processes [2]. Friction stir lap welding (FSLW) allows
the joining of dissimilar materials, due to its solid-state nature, which helps minimise the
extent of intermetallic compound (IMC) formation, with important deleterious effects on
the joint’s strength [3–9]. Regarding dissimilar material combinations, the Aluminium to
Steel (Al-Fe) lap joining combination is considered of extreme importance, owing to its
potential to be applied in the transportation industry [3,10].

Owing to the action of the tool in contact with the materials to be joined, a thermo-
mechanical cycle is established at the Al-Fe interaction zone, producing the microstructural
evolution of base materials. Depending on the magnitude of temperature, strain, and strain
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rate, different zones will result: Stirred Zone or Weld Nugget (WN), Thermo-Mechanical-
Affected Zone (TMAZ), and Heat-Affected Zone (HAZ) [4].

To join steels using FSW, the most common tool materials are WC and PCBN [11],
although Tool Steel may be also used in the FSLW of Al-Fe, when the steel sheet is placed
at the bottom of the lap joint [6,12]. In this dissimilar combination, the level of interaction
between the pin and the steel sheet will affect the tool damage, as well as the mixing
between both base materials. Chen et al. [12] reported that the optimal welding conditions
correspond to a null pin penetration into the steel sheet, but with the pin tip operating close
enough to the base material interface, to enable the formation of a continued intermetallic
layer. Several authors affirm that the presence of the intermetallic layer is the necessary
condition for continued metallurgical bonding [4]. However, the pin plunge into the
steel sheet may lead to the formation of a steel hook within the aluminium alloy [13].
Nevertheless, other authors have shown that the optimum mechanical properties are
reached when a minimum interaction exists between the tool pin and the steel plate [4,10].

Two geometrical effects can be pointed out related to the hook formation. One is
related to the reduction in the effective thickness of the aluminium alloy sheet, which can
negatively affect the mechanical properties of the welded joint [8,13]. The other one is
related to the mechanical locking produced by the steel flow into the aluminium sheet,
which was found by some authors to be beneficial in terms of joint strength [14,15]. In this
sense, in order to optimise the Al-Fe lap joint strength, it is necessary to define an optimum
tool plunge depth that minimises the pin penetration into the steel plate, to avoid important
tool damage and severe hook defects, but that also simultaneously promotes the bonding
between the two materials [16]. Naturally, the deleterious effect of the hook on the joint
strength depends on the upper sheet thickness. Also, due to the indentation of the tool
shoulder into the upper sheet, a thickness reduction takes place, which will affect the
fracture load of the joint at the weld nugget (WN) zone [3]. Thus, the resultant upper
sheet thickness, together with the Al-Fe interface integrity and the local strength of the
different weld zones, defines the fracture load and fracture location of the Al-Fe joints.
According to the literature, the lap joints may fail through the Al-Fe interface, in a shear
mode [7,12,14,15,17–19], or through the thickness of one of the base materials, in a tensile
mode [14,15,17,20]. The tensile mode may also occur, through failure of the aluminium
sheet, at the WN [3,13,20].

Despite different modes of failure reported in the literature, no information is available
on the influence of the joint characteristics on the failure location. The effect of the welding
parameters is only reported on the fracture load and mode. For example, it is well known
that the traverse speed and the rotational speed of the tool affect the heat input during
welding, resulting in the IMC layer thickness and morphology, which controls the interface
integrity and its fracture load [14,15,17,19]. Also, the pin plunge into the steel sheet, the
pin diameter, and the tool tilt angle were also reported as having important effects on
the fracture load, due to its influence on the IMC layer thickness and on defect genera-
tion [17,18]. To complement the knowledge developed by other authors on the influence of
process parameters and welding procedures on the Al-Fe friction stir lap joint properties
(microstructure, strength, and defect formation), the current work addresses the influence
of the mismatch in sheet thickness and mechanical properties, between the base materials,
on the joint strength and fracture location.

2. Materials and Methods

In this work, dissimilar Al-Fe friction stir lap welds were produced, using different
combinations of the base materials. As shown in Table 1, the base materials were two non-
heat-treatable aluminium alloys, AA 5052-H32 (1 and 2 mm thick sheet) and AA 5182-H11
(1.2 mm thick sheet) alloys, and two steels, AISI 1010 (0.8 mm thick) and DP1000 (1.2 mm
thick) steels. In the table, the average mechanical properties are also shown, which were
determined in this work, for all the base materials. Tensile properties were determined
from two tensile samples tested according to ASTM-E8 standard. Vickers microhardness
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was measured using a load of 0.3 kg. The chemical compositions of the base materials are
shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the base materials (YS—yield strength, UTS—ultimate tensile
strength, ef—deformation at fracture).

Base Materials Tensile Properties Pmáx/w Hardness

Alloy Type Thickness (mm) YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) ef (%) (N/mm) HV (0.3)

AA 5052-H32 1 198 260 13.4 260 65

AA 5052-H32 2 187 245 20.4 490 68

AA 5182-H11 1.2 150 293 30.4 350 72

AISI 1010 0.8 170 308 60.3 246 96

DP 1000 1.2 753 1032 10 1238 309

Table 2. Nominal chemical compositions of the different base materials (wt%).

Material C Mg Si Cu Mn Cr Fe Al

AA 5052-H32 - 2.6 <0.25 <0.10 <0.10 0.20 <0.40 Bal.

AA 5182-H11 - 4.5 <0.20 <0.15 0.35 <0.10 <0.35 Bal.

AISI 1010 0.10 - 0.1 - 0.45 - Bal. -

DP 1000 0.15 - 0.50 0.01 1.50 0.03 Bal. 0.04

The base materials were lap-welded, in dissimilar combinations, as described in
Table 3. The aluminium alloy sheets, of 120 mm × 60 mm, were placed in the upper
position of the lap joint at the advancing side (AS) of the tool and the steel sheets, with
the same dimensions, were placed in the lower position at the retreating side (RS). The
lap length was 30 mm, as shown in Figure 1. The samples were welded in the rolling
direction of the sheet. The process parameters used for FSLW are also shown in Table 3,
as well as the ID used in the text for the different joints. Two tools made of H13 tool steel,
identified as H1 and H2, were used for the welding of the 1 mm and 2 mm aluminium alloy
sheet thicknesses, respectively. The tools presented a concave shoulder 10 and 12 mm in
diameter, and a tapered pin, with major and minor diameters of 4.1 and 5.0 mm, respectively.
The pin length was adjusted to obtain a pin penetration depth into the steel plate of 0.1 mm.
The tilt angle was 1.5◦ for all welds. These set of process parameters and tool dimensions
were defined based on previous works, conducted for different combinations of base
materials [3,5,10,13].

Table 3. Dissimilar joint characteristics: base materials combinations, welding parameters, and
tool characteristics.

Joint ID Upper Sheet Lower Sheet Tool Rotational Speed
(rpm)

Traverse Speed
(mm/min)

Pin Length
(mm)

A AA5052-H32-1 AISI 1010-0.8 H1 680 98 0.95

B AA5052-H32-2 AISI 1010-0.8 H2 680 98 2.0

C AA5182-H11-1.2 AISI 1010-0.8 H1 680 98 0.95

D AA5052-H32-2 DP1000-1.2 H2 680 98 2.0
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Figure 1. Scheme of joint configuration, hook height, and Vickers microhardness profile measure-
ment locations.

Cross-sections of the lap welds were prepared for metallographic observation follow-
ing the conventional procedures. Light microscopy was performed to observe the material
interaction at the aluminium/steel interface. The hook height was estimated by measuring
the distance from the hook tip to the interface at the AS, on the cross-sectional images,
as it is schematised in Figure 1. Vickers microhardness (HV0.3) profiles were carried out
along horizontal lines, at the mid-thickness of the upper (aluminium) and lower (steel)
sheets of the joints, as shown by the dashed lines in Figure 1, to evaluate the mismatch in
mechanical properties across the joints. Three specimens were also extracted, from each
joint, to perform lap tensile–shear tests, using a 5 kN universal testing machine (Shimadzu
Autograph AG-X) in quasi-static loading conditions (1 mm/min). The samples were 70 mm
in length and 10 mm in width. Local strain fields were acquired through Digital Image
Correlation (DIC), using the GOM Aramis 5 M system. In order to enable strain data ac-
quisition through DIC, before testing, the specimens were prepared by applying a random
black speckle pattern over the previously matte-white-painted surface. All the procedures
used in sample preparation and in the post-processing of results are explained in previous
works of Leitão et al. [21,22]. The DIC hardware and the parameters used for the analysis
are described in Table 4.

Table 4. Set of parameters used for strain measurement in GOM ARAMIS 5 M Digital Image
Correlation system.

DIC Hardware Parameters

Camera Manufacturer Not specified—part of the package

Lens Manufacturer Schneider

Lens Focal Length 23 mm

FOV 55 × 40 mm

Stereo-Angle 27◦

SOD 250 mm

Image Acquisition Rate 1 fps

Patterning Technique Black spackle pattern applied over matte-white-pre-painted surface, using Lack Spray

Approximate Pattern Feature Size <0.2 mm (optical microscopy aided by generic measurement software)

DIC Analysis Parameters

Software Package GOM Aramis Linux (V6.02)

Subset Size 11 pixels

Step Size 5 pixels

Subset Shape Function Affine

Strain Formulation Logarithmic

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the true stress–strain curves, up to the maximum load, for all the base
materials used in the investigation. For enhancing the similarities and dissimilarities in
strength and plastic behaviour between the base materials, Figure 2a shows the curves
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relative to the AISI 1010 steel and the aluminium alloys (AA5052-H32-1, AA5052-H32-2,
and AA5182-H11-1.2), and Figure 2b shows the curve relative to the DP 1000 base material.
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Figure 2. True stress–strain curves corresponding to the tensile behaviour of the different base materials.

After analysing Figure 2a, it is possible to conclude that the AISI 1010 steel and the
AA5052 aluminium alloy have very similar yield strengths (YSs), of around 180 MPa,
and similar plastic behaviour for low plastic deformation values. The most important
difference between these base materials is that the aluminium alloy attains the ultimate
tensile strength (UTS) for much lower plastic deformation and stress values than the steel
(UTS5052 = 260 MPa and UTS1010 = 350 MPa). The figure also shows that the AA 5182 alloy
has a lower yield stress, of 150 MPa, than the AA 5052 and AISI 1010 base materials, but
displays strong work hardening during plastic deformation, attaining a UTS similar to
that of the AISI 1010 steel, for very high values of plastic deformation. Finally, Figure 2b
shows that the DP 1000 base material has much higher YS and UTS values than any of the
other base materials. Actually, the YS of the DP1000 steel is much higher than the UTS of
any of the other base materials. This mismatch in mechanical properties between the base
materials, as well as the mismatch in thickness, can be used to determine the strength and
failure location of the joints, as is discussed.

Figure 3 compares the load per unit of width (P/W) versus displacement curves
obtained for the different types of joints when testing them in tensile–shear loading. Table 5
shows the average maximum load per width (Pmax/W) values obtained for the different
welded joints, as well as the failure location and the hook height. It can be seen that the
maximum difference in Pmax/W between the different joints was 14%, which is found in
the same range of the experimental error between the curves in Figure 3c, for example.
However, despite the very close values of strength, the different samples experienced
different types of failure. The variations in deformation and in failure location between the
joints are discussed in this work.

Table 5. Average maximum load per unit length (Pmax/W), failure location, and hook height for the
different FSLW joints (WN—weld nugget, BM—base material, IF—interfacial failure).

Joint A B C D

Pmax/W (N/mm) 200 ± 8 232 ± 2 219 ± 19 207 ± 1

Failure location WN (Hook) BM (Steel) IF/BM (Steel) IF

Hook Height (mm) 0.07 0.07 0.17 0.01
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Figure 3. Load per unit length (P/W) vs. displacement curves for the different joints: (a) A; (b) B;
(c) C; and (d) D. T1, T2, and T3 identify the samples tested for each joint.

Figure 4a shows a cross-sectional macrography of joint A, which enables the obser-
vation of small hooking features, at both the RS and AS of the weld, resulting from the
upward flow of the lower plate material (AISI 1010), due to the tool action. The hook height
is provided in Table 5. Since the AISI 1010 and the AA 5052 alloys had similar strength
and plastic behaviour for small plastic deformation values (Figure 2), the small hooking
conducted to a certain stress concentration at its tip. This is due to the fact that the hook
introduces a local thickness reduction on the aluminium sheet, which is also enhanced
by the indentation of the tool shoulder in the top surface. However, it is also important
to note that the stress concentration did not take place since the beginning of the sample
loading and that the failure only took place after the AISI 1010 base material, which had the
lower thickness of 0.8 mm, was plastically deformed. This is demonstrated by Figure 5, in
which the Mises strain distribution maps, for four different loading stages of sample A_T1,
are shown, together with an image of the sample after rupture. The strain distribution
maps show that the stress concentration at the hook tip only took place after the AISI 1010
steel started deformation. This behaviour demonstrates that the hooking was not very
severe. Additionally, the dissimilar joint is prone to be used in structural applications for
which the maximum load is set to be lower than the yield strength of the parts to be joined.
For these reasons, the failure of all the samples took place at the WN zone of the AA5052
alloy, starting at the hook tip, for relatively small displacement values (Figure 5e).
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Figures 4b and 6 show the results obtained for joint B, for which the AA5052 upper
sheet had a much higher thickness (2 mm) than the AISI 1010 plate (0.8 mm). Due to the
drastic increase in the Al alloy thickness relative to that of the steel, the stress level at the
tip of the hook (Figure 4b) was low, leading to the failure of the sample at the steel base
metal, for the highest displacement values of all the samples tested in this work (Figure 6e).
For these samples, the tensile load was fully absorbed by the AISI 1010 steel, which, in
addition of having a similar yield strength to the AA5052 alloy, was much less thick. In this
sense, the AISI1010 plate experienced intense plastic deformation since the beginning of
the loading, as is shown by the Mises strain distribution maps in Figure 6a–d. The strain
distribution maps also show that the sample’s failure occurred before any deformation took
place in the lap joint region.

Figure 6. Mises strain distribution (a–d) maps for four different loading stages of joint B_T1 and
image of the sample after failure (e).

Joint C differed from the previous ones since the AA 5052 alloy was replaced by the
AA 5182 alloy, which had the lower YS of all the base materials tested in this work. Despite
having a lower YS than the AISI 1010 steel, the AA5182 sheets were 1.2 mm thick, which
balanced the strength between the two base materials and resulted in different results
in terms of the joint’s behaviour, compared with joints A and B. The macrography of a
cross-section of joint C (Figure 4c) shows the small hooking defects at both the AS and RS of
the lap weld. For this joint, different load–displacement curves were registered (Figure 3c)
and two different failure locations were observed.

Failure in the AISI 1010 base material was produced for sample C_T2 and an interfacial
failure (IF), through separation of the sheets across the joint, was obtained for samples C_T1
and C_T3. They are shown in Figures 7 and 8, where the Mises strain maps for samples
T1 and T2, respectively, are also displayed. None of the samples were ruptured before
important plastic deformation took place in both base materials. However, it can also be
seen that the thinner AISI 1010 base material was that which experienced higher plastic
deformation before sample failure.
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Figure 7. Mises strain distribution maps (a–d) for four different loading stages of joint C-sample T1
and image of the sample after failure (e).

Figure 8. Mises strain distribution maps (a–d) for four different loading stages of joint C-sample T2
and image of the sample after failure (e).

To better illustrate the previous analysis, concerning the deformation of type C joints,
local stress–strain curves are compared in Figure 9a, for both base materials, obtained from
the tensile–shear testing results following the procedures explained in Leitão et al. [21],
with the stress–strain curves of the AISI 1010 and AA5182 alloys, already represented in
Figure 2. The local stress–strain curves, for each base material, were plotted by averaging
the tensile strain inside the areas indicated in the strain distribution map in Figure 9b by
small rectangles. Analysing the figure, it is possible to conclude that the AISI 1010 plate
was loaded close to the maximum load (BM 1010 curve), before joint rupture, even when
the sample failed through the separation of the sheets. This indicates that the maximum
strength of the joint was close to the maximum strength of this alloy. However, even the
AA5182 plate experienced severe plastic deformation before the sample rupture (BM 5182
curve). No plastic deformation was registered in the weld region, due to two factors. The
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extra thickness relative to the base material plates in the lap joint region and the increase in
local strength at this zone were promoted by the thermo-mechanical phenomena induced
by the tool, mainly at the steel side of the lap joint. This is illustrated in Figure 9c, which
shows that there was an increase in hardness in the weld region, relative to the base metal
values (represented by the continuous and dashed lines).
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Figure 9. (a) Local stress–strain curves (BM 1010 and BM 5182) corresponding to the regions of the
joint C_T1 sample identified in the strain map (b). Hardness profiles for the top and bottom sheets of
the weld (c).

For comparative proposes, Figures 10 and 11 show the results of local stress–strain
curves and microhardness profiles for joints A and B, respectively. It can be seen that in
both cases, the joints failed after severe plastic deformation of the AISI1010 base material,
but with a very low one for the thicker AA5052 sheets, which have similar strength to
the AISI 1010 steel. As it was observed for joint C, the hardness profiles of joints A and B
also show an intense increase in the hardness values of the steel sheet at the weld region,
but no significant variations in the aluminium hardness. This observation is associated
with the strain hardening and/or grain refinement effect on the steel side, which was
welded in the annealed condition. In the case of the aluminium alloy, it was welded in a
strain-hardened condition, which usually does not produce significant variations in WN
hardness [4]. The absence of any hardness increase on the aluminium side contributed to
the stress concentration at the tip of the hook, which resulted in the failure of joint type A,
in the aluminium WN. This did not occur for joint B, for which the aluminium plate was
much thicker than the steel plate, which prevented stress concentration at the tip of the
hook, as already mentioned.
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Figure 10. (a) Local stress–strain curves (BM1010 and BM 5052) corresponding to the regions of the
joint A_T1 sample identified in the strain map (b). Hardness profiles for the top and bottom sheets of
the weld (c).
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Figure 11. (a) Local stress–strain curves (BM1010 and BM 5052) corresponding to the regions of the
joint B_T1 sample identified in the strain map (b). Hardness profiles for the top and bottom sheets of
the weld (c).

To test the effective strength of the bonding between the steel and the aluminium
sheets (interfacial), joint D was produced between a 2 mm thick sheet of AA5052 alloy
and a 1.2 mm thick sheet of DP1000 steel. Both plates were thicker than the other base
materials and, as already discussed, the DP1000 steel was highly overmatched in terms of
strength, relative to all the base materials. All the samples of joint D fractured with very
small displacement values (Figure 3), but with load-per-width values close to those reached
by the other samples (Table 3). In Figure 12a,b, the Mises strain distribution maps for
sample T1 are shown. It can be seen that the sample failed (Figure 12c) before any plastic
deformation took place in both base materials. Figure 12d, in which hardness profiles for
this joint are provided, shows that the DP steel experienced a local decrease in hardness in
the weld, relative to the base material values, mainly associated with the high temperature
reached, which produced the tempering of the martensite. However, despite this hardness
decrease, the strength of the steel side of the weld remained much higher than those of
the aluminium alloy base material and weld, which were not plastically deformed during
the tensile–shear test. Consequently, it can be assumed that the maximum load of the joint
D samples equals the shear strength of the bond between the base materials. Since the
average maximum load per width values was very similar for all joints tested (Table 3),
it could be concluded that the joint strength was determined by the interfacial strength,
which is defined by the tool dimensions (the size of the bonded length at the interface) and
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could be mostly independent of the type of base material combinations and the interaction
at the interface. This could be supported by Figure 4, where the bond interface is compared
for all the joints. The images clearly show that while, in joints A and C, some stirring took
place across at the interface, in joint D, the stirring level was low, and the joint resulted
from the very intense pressure exerted by the tool over the base materials, heated at very
high temperatures. This phenomenon was already analysed by Mira-Aguiar et al. [23]
who proposed a joining mechanism named Tool-Assisted Friction Welding. In the present
investigation, it is shown that the bond strength may be similar for joints performed with
different interaction levels across the bond interface. The main factors governing the failure
location, among the different joints, were the mismatch in mechanical properties between
the base materials and the mismatch in thickness between the sheets.

Figure 12. Mises strain distribution maps for two different loading (a,b) stages of joint D_T1 and image
of the sample after failure (c). Hardness profiles for the top and bottom sheets of joint D_T1 (d).

4. Conclusions

In this work, the strength and failure location of Al-Fe friction stir lap joints obtained
by combining different sheet thicknesses and alloys with different strength levels were
determined. All the joints were produced by placing the aluminium alloy as the upper plate
of the lap joint, to avoid tool damage. The aluminium alloys had a thicker base material in
all Al-Fe lap joint combinations. The welding parameters were the same for all conditions
analysed. The following conclusions were reached:

• Regardless of which combinations of base materials were used, similar values of
maximum load per width (Pmax/W) were registered for the different joints analysed.

• Despite the similarities in strength of the FSLW Al-Fe joints, the differences in base
material strength and thickness modified the failure location, producing failures at the
weld nugget, steel base metal, or interface.

• For Al-Fe joints made of base materials with a similar yield strength, and the small
mismatch in thickness, the failure takes place in the weld nugget, where the stress
concentration may take place at the hook tip. Consequently, in this case, the strength
of the joint is determined by the hook size, the thickness reduction, and the local
microhardness evolution.

• For Al-Fe joints made of base materials with similar yield strength, but with a strong
mismatch in thickness, failure takes place through necking of the lower-thickness base
material, after severe plastic deformation. Increasing the thickness of the upper plate
avoids stress concentration at the tip of the hook.

• For joints with an important mismatch in yield strength and thickness, different failure
modes may take place, according to the specific material combination. When the
higher thickness of the aluminium alloy results in an even match in strength between
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the base materials, failure may take place via debonding through the Al-Fe interface or
via necking of the thinner plate, after severe plastic deformation of both base materials.
When the mismatch in strength and thickness between the base materials is very
high, failure takes place via debonding through the Al-Fe interface, for very low
displacement values.
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